attracted much attention among researchers in biology, physics, control engineering, and computer science for decades, partially due to the broad applications of control of networked systems in many engineering areas including cooperative control of mobile robots and estimation of mobile sensor networks. The study of complex network topology and modeling is to understand the influence of network structure on its function and consequently to find effective ways to improve network performance.
This special issue focuses on theoretical and technological achievements in control of networked systems. The contents of the accepted papers are summarized below.
( Sensor Networks") investigated a novel route maintaining protocol based on the immune based artificial bee colony for the mobile sink wireless sensor networks. H. Zhang and X. Qi ("Heat Transfer Analysis and Modification of Thermal Probe for Gas-Solid Measurement") studied a gas-solid mass flow-rate measurement system and applied a novel modified thermal probe.
Note that although the selected topics and papers are not a comprehensive representation of the areas covered by the special issue, the published papers in this special issue do provide some recent advances in the field of control of networked systems, which could benefit the current research in some way.
